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MacPaw, the maker of CleanMyMac
At MacPaw we’re striving to innovate and create experience

● 300+ people

● 2 cats

● Endless passion to design incredible software



Products of MacPaw



CleanMyMac is an all-in-one solution that cleans gigabytes of junk, prevents Macs 

from cluttering and replaces dozens of optimization tools for Mac

● Smart cleaner

● Mac speedup tool

● Malware removal

● File & app manager



App satellite



History of CleanMyMac 
CleanMyMac started as a hobby project by Ukrainian student Oleksandr 
Kosovan back in 2008.



A few facts about CleanMyMac X

65
The average user cleans 65 GB 
throughout the year

30
CleanMyMac X has 30 million 
downloads

195
CleanMyMac is used in 195 countries and 
has at least one user in Antarctica

CleanMyMac X is notarized by Apple 
and available on the Mac App Store



Smart Scan
The heart of CleanMyMac

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1kr4S7q8UODLYbopdqBnuKN_dzJ8p_7HK/preview


Malware removal
Scans system for vulnerabilities

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jgvXC1cplqMHFg9BFfSvMe3IBCvkfYgx/preview


Space Lens
Builds a detailed map of Mac storage

https://docs.google.com/file/d/11HiYlIu_BI7DgafNfyJ6OoaqHtF0FP0l/preview


In total, there are 49 tools that remove various types of junk and will speed 
up a Mac and prevents a computer from future problems



Design process
1. Research 

2. Prototype / Build 

3. Validate 

4. Iterate 



Research
Qualitative 

- User interviews
- Feedback loops, reviews on appstore, 

social media etc.
- Support logs
- Dogfooding  

Quantitative 

- Google analytics, internal tools, hotjar 
- Data from previous A/B tests 

Other

- Technical R&D
- Industry and market trends
- Competition 
- Surveys 
- Error logs  



User tests
Moderated 

Unmoderated 





Prototype / Build 
Standard flow

- Sketching and brainstorming

- Hi fidelity prototypes in Figma or/and Principle

- Building fully-functional prototypes with developers 

in Xcode if needed   



Experiments



Alpha and beta tests 



A/B testing 



A/B testing 



A/B testing 



Other A/B test
- Business models

- Pricing 

- App bundles 

- Any incremental improvements 



Challenges
● Building trust with the user. Transparency and clarity; 

● Add emotion on top of pure function; 

● Expand brand perception beyond just cleaner;

● Difference between Figma and Xcode in rendering of 

fonts, spacings and colors;



Building trust

30
CleanMyMac X has 30 million 
downloads

CleanMyMac X is notarized by Apple 
and available on the Mac App Store



Be radically-inclusive

14 
Languages



Clear explanations 



Solve complex problems in easy and delightful way;

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1kr4S7q8UODLYbopdqBnuKN_dzJ8p_7HK/preview


Transparency and trust
Smart defaults 

Set clear expectation about each tool and show the status of every step in the process 

Prevent data loss 

Handling errors 

Don’t scare users 

Don’t mislead users 



Not just cleaning 
Display ads



Not just cleaning 
Landing pages



Onboarding emails





Design is never done



Thank you from the CleanMyMac design team 🌞



@macpaw

@cleanmymac

@opronskyi


